**Lesson 25: Quiz 2 - Forming Sentences with W/H Questions**

**Directions:** Combine the answers to the W/H questions to form new sentences below. Follow the example. Choose three answers to expand the original sentence.

**Original Sentence:** Krista can play an instrument.

**W/H Questions**

- **Who** is Krista?
- **What** instrument did she play?
- **Where** did she play?
- **How** did she play?
- **When** did she play?
- **Why** did she play?

**W/H Answers**

- *My daughter*
- *The piano*
- *At a talent concert*
- *Like a professional*
- *Saturday evening*
- *To raise money for school*

**New Sentence:**

**Example 1:** Krista, my daughter, played a song on the piano at a talent concert.

**Example 2:** Krista played a song at a talent concert to raise money for school.
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1. We walked through the park.

   **Who** are we?  Carolyn and I  
   **How** did we walk?  We walked quickly.  
   **What** kind of park?  The amusement park  
   **Why** did we walk?  We were lost  
   **When** did we walk?  Last night  
   **How much** did we walk?  Five miles

2. The car stopped at the corner.

   **What** kind of car?  A Ford Mustang  
   **Who** was in the car?  Two policemen  
   **What** color car?  Dark green  
   At the corner of **where**?  Midland Avenue  
   **How** did it stop?  With a screech  
   **Why** did it stop?  There was an accident
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3. The dog ate the food.

What kind of dog?  A cocker spaniel  
What color dog?  Brown and white  
How did the dog eat?  Without stopping  
What kind of food?  Spaghetti and meatballs  
Where was the food?  On the kitchen table.